dimensional case and in the forthcoming paper, we discuss the generalization of Zucker's result. 0. 2. Now we are going to recall Schmid's result. For an integer n, a Hodge structure of weight n is a couple (H z , F) consisting of a finitely generated Z-module H z and a finite decreasing filtration F of H C = C®H Z Let X be a complex manifold. A variation of Hodge structure of weight n on X consists of data (H z , F, 5) : H z is a local system on X and 6* is a non-degenerate bilinear form Si £/Q(X)//Q->Qj? and F is a finite filtration of holomorphic vector bundles such that at any point x the stalk (H z , F, 5) gives a polarized Hodge structure and, for any holomorphic vector field v,vF p c:F p~l .
Let D be the open unit disc of C and Z)* the pictured disc. Let (H z , F, 5) be a variation of Hodge structure and let M be the monodromy of H Q . Then M is quasi-unipotent (i. e. its eigenvalues are the root of unity).
Set N= -log M m taking m>\ so that M m is unipotent. Then N is a nilpotent endomorphism of H Q . Let W(N) be the monodromy weight filtration, i. e. the unique filtration such that NW k (N) dW k -2 (N) and N k : gr^N )^g r^N\
Then the theorem of W. Schmid says
Theorem. For a flat section u £i W k with u & W k -i, we have
|M|J~(-log|*|)» when *->0.
Here \ \ z is the norm given by the polarization of the Hodge structure at
In this paper, we give its generalization to several-dimensional case. To simplify the explanation, we consider the two-dimensional case. Let us consider a variation of Hodge structure on (^l 5 £ 2 ) £= -D* Let M j (j=l,2') be the monodromy at Zj = Q and define Nj from just as N and M in the one-dimensional case. Let WQ, W\ and W 2 be the monodromy weight filtrations of NI + N 2 , NI and 7V 2 , respectively 0 We divide Z)*xD* into two parts A! = fee/)* XZ>*; log |^| /log U 2 | >} and (ii) For three filtrations F 1? F 2 and F 3 , the relation, (F^F^) *F 3 = FI* (F 2 *F 3 ) does not hold in general. Its sufficient condition is discussed in §1.6. 1. 4. Two filtrations F l and F 2 of M are called n-opposed (see Deligne [D] ) if Af£±Ff@F| for p + q = n + l. This is equivalent to saying that (Fi*F2) n = M and (Fx*F 2 ) n+l = 0. The following is easy to prove (See [S-Z] 
eC(/) -^ ^ e iN F(=D for
The following theorem is due to W. Schmid.
Theorem 2.3.2 ([S]). Let N be a nilpotent element in g/j and assume that {N, F} forms a nilpotent orbit. Let W be the monodromy weight filtration of N. Then we have the following properties. (2. 3. 4) (F, W) is a mixed Hodge structure of weight n, i. e. (F(grD 9 FCgrf)) is (n + k) -opposed.
(2. 3. 5) The bilinear form S(u, N k 
v) on gr% gives a polarization of the Hodge structure on the primitive part P k (N).
We have the partial converse of this theorem. Let FeZ), N a nilpotent element of Q R and let W be the monodromy weight filtration of N and P k the primitive part.
Lemma 2. 3. 3( [C-K] 
Then e im F^D for t>0.
The following theorem is due to Cattani-Kaplan 8
Theorem 2.3. 4 ([C-K]). Let I be a mutually commuting set of nilpotent elements of Q R , FELD and assume that {/, F] forms a nilpotent orbit. Then we have (2. 3. 9) For any /C/ 5 there exists a filtration W(J} such that W(f) is the monodromy filtration of any N^G(J).
( If we denote by * the adjoint with respect to the Hermitian form S (C Q u,v) 
Proof of Lemma (ii)
. In order to prove this, let {x n } be a sequence in D such that [d(x n , Xo)} n is bounded and that x n converges to a point #ooGZ). It is enough to show #00 (ED. Then, <( |X tends to a positive definite Hermitian form < !>«,.
Let 
